We are very pleased to offer a pathbreaking selection of articles in this thematic volume of RBMS, co-edited by sociologists Marcin Smietana and Charis Thompson and based on a Symposium they organised at the University of California, Berkeley, in 2016 entitled Making Families: Transnational Surrogacy, Queer Kinship and Reproductive Justice. This Symposium brought together scholars working in these areas to explore how these fields could be reshaped in and through each other. Together, the resulting collection of articles, by many of the most influential scholars investigating changing family formations in the context of new transnational reproductive exchanges, and shifting attitudes toward gay and lesbian parenting, comprise a state-of-the-art analysis of three intersecting forces. One of these is the increasing respect and admiration now shown in countries all over the globe for gay marriage, gay and lesbian family formation, and alternative family structuresor what is sometimes known as queer kinship. A second major transformation is the widening acceptance of new reproductive technologies for achieving parenthooda process that has both weakened the emphasis on biogenetic ties and shown that idioms of blood and genes are often far more superficial, and adjustable, than might previously have been assumed. Time and again we have seen an initial insistence on the importance of biogenetic ties, and a reluctance to 'abandon biology' in the name of having one's 'own' child give way to a much more mediated, flexible and childcentred view of family-making. As a result, the very idea of a traditional family seems to have lost all meaning. A third influence, however, is the awareness that as the process of making families has become more creative, more diverse, and more technologically-mediated, so too has it become more explicitly transactional. The emergence of the 'Google baby' confirms a complex transformation of the once more private, personal and secluded process of making babies into a public activity, enabled by a marketized set of services. These now comprise a vast, global, professional business, mediated by a wide range of actors including doctors, scientists, lawyers, salespeople, counsellors, policy-makers,
travel agents, government agencies, financial advisors, bloggers, brokers and campaigners. In sum, making babies has become not only an achievement, but an enterprise. The emergence of a more explicitly transactional, and commercial, approach to reproduction has brought with it many challenges. Not least of these is addressing the forms of inequality and exploitation that may arise in the context of selling reproductive goods, such as gametes, and purchasing reproductive services, such as surrogacy. As the authors in this volume show, the new post-millennial parenting possibilities that have so widely expanded the potential for making families of all kinds can be read from several different angles. We should rightly celebrate the new paths to parenthood that have been opened up by a combination of shifting social attitudes and the lifting of legal and religious restrictions that previously excluded many people from parenthood. However, new sources of reproductive injustice also arise in the context of the often highly stratified transactions enabling the emergence of the Google baby. There is no doubt a greater degree of reproductive choice today for many would-be parents formerly excluded from legitimate family-making, and thus a welcome expansion of parenthood to include gay fathers and lesbian mothers who 50 years ago could have had their children taken away and/ or be imprisoned themselves. But whose reproductive labour and reproductive substance is required to supply and service the increasingly transactional and stratified global baby chains that enable this to occur? Transnational surrogacy and egg donation are but two of the transactional arenas under scrutiny here. The very fact that assisted reproductive technologies and services have become more widespread also enables them to be used as an index, or barometer, of whose reproductive aspirations countor are discountedin the many contexts in which some peoples' fertility is much more likely to be prioritised than others. And it is in the putting together of these two perspectivesthe crisscrossings of reproductive emancipation and subordination, the divergent interests that drive new forms of transactional reproduction, and the revealing close such newly explicit means of making (and not making) babies that our contributors have succeeded so well in capturing in this pioneering Symposium collection.
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